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Abstract

We develop a system that operates on a document collection and represents the contained information to enable the intuitive and efficient exploration of the collection. Using various NLP, IE and Semantic Web methods, we generate a semantic layer on top of the collection, from which we take the key concepts. We define templates for structured reorganisation and rearrange the information related to the key concepts to fit the respective template. The use case of the system is to support knowledge workers (journalists, editors, curators, etc.) in their task of processing large amounts of documents by summarising the information contained in these documents and suggesting potential story paths that the knowledge worker can then process further.

1 Introduction and Context

Journalists writing a story typically have access to large databases that contain information relevant to their topic. Due to the novelty requirement, they are under pressure to produce a story in a short amount of time. They have to provide relevant background, but also present information that is new and eye-opening. Curators who design showrooms or museum exhibitions often cannot afford to spend much time on getting familiar with a new domain, due to the large variety of unrelated domains they work in. Several other job profiles rely on extracting key concepts from a large document collection on a specific domain and understanding how they are related to one another. We refer to the group of people facing this challenge as knowledge workers. The common ground of their tasks is the curation of digital information. In our two-year project we collaborate with four SME partner companies that cover four different use cases and sectors (Rehm and Sasaki, 2015). We develop technologies that enable knowledge workers to delegate routine tasks to the machine so that they can concentrate on their core task, i.e., producing a story that is based on a specific genre or text type and that relies on facts contained in a document collection. Among the tools that we develop and integrate into the emerging platform are semantic storytelling, named entity recognition, entity linking, temporal analysis, machine translation, summarisation, classification and clustering. We currently focus on making available RESTful APIs to our SME partners that provide basic functionalities that can be integrated into their own in-house systems. In addition, we work on implementing a system for semantic storytelling. This system will process large document collections, extract entities and relations between them, extract temporal information and events in order to automatically produce a hypertext view of the collection to enable knowledge workers to familiarise themselves with the document collection in a fast and efficient way. We also experiment with automatically generating story paths through this hypertext cluster that can then be used as the foundation of a new piece of content. The focus of this paper is on the approach we use to fill templates that assist the user in the generation of a story and on selecting possible topics for a new story.

2 Related Work

The emerging platform we develop connects all RESTful APIs that perform the individual analyses by using the FREME framework (Sasaki et al., 2015) throughout. A system with a similar setup is described in (Lewis et al., 2014), but unlike our platform, this is mainly targeted at the localisation industry and it deploys a different approach to representing curated data. Other systems aimed at collecting and processing semantically enriched content are developed in the context
of the NewsReader project \(^1\) specifically targeted at the news domain and the SUMMA project \(^2\), focusing on broad coverage of languages through the use of machine translation. Our approach towards language generation consists of filling templates to create building blocks for a story (which are not grammatical sentences), and it deviates from a.o. (Cimiano et al., 2013), (Galanis and Androutsopoulos, 2007), (Bontcheva and Wilks, 2004) in that it does not focus on one specific domain and it includes collecting the information that goes into the ontology. Our approach is based on extracting relations between entities. Because of our focus on domain adaptability, we plan to avoid the labour-intensive selection of seed patterns that comes with (semi-)supervised approaches as described in (Xu et al., 2013), (Brin, 1998), (Agichtein and Gravano, 2000) and (Etzioni et al., 2005). We use an unsupervised approach instead with an open set of relation types. A similar system is described in (Yates et al., 2007). For ease of integration reasons we implement an in-house approach to relation extract, as described in 4.

4 Semantic Storytelling

For the task of storytelling we use a template-filling approach. The user selects one or more concepts and one or more templates that we attempt to fill using the semantic layer. We have defined a biography template and an event template. The biography template contains the following slots: full name, pseudonym, date of birth, place of birth, date of death, place of death, mother, father, siblings, spouse, children, occupation, key persons and key locations. The event template contains slots for date(s), key persons and key locations. To collect the information needed to fill the individual slots in the templates, the results of the type-specific SPARQL queries are used. Information in the ontology is typically of higher quality than information extracted using a relation extraction component. However, because the user often works in domains for which no ontology is available, relation extraction is used to search for the missing information in the document collection. In addition to filling slots in templates, the output of relation extraction between entities allows the user to learn about relations between key concepts that are not directly related to any slots in the templates. This allows the user to get a better understanding of the document collection, but can also be the basis for selecting and populating a new event template, hence generating an angle for a new story. Relations are extracted in the following way: A document collection is assumed to be relatively homogeneous from a content perspective (file types and information type (running text or metadata) may vary, but the information in a collection is assumed to be about one domain). The goal is to aggregate information and extract relevant relations regardless of which document these originate from. The assumption is that in the NER procedure all relevant concepts have been annotated and are present in the semantic layer. For every sentence containing two or more entities, a dependency tree is generated using the Stanford CoreNLP DependencyParser (Manning

3 Linked Data Generation

We produce a semantic layer over the document collection consisting of a set of annotations for every document, represented in NIF\(^3\). Frequent named entities are interpreted as key concepts. An essential step in producing the semantic layer is therefore the spotting and linking of named entities. One of our APIs performs entity spotting based on pre-trained sample models (Nothman et al., 2012) and linking based on DBPedia Spotlight \(^4\). Because the users of our tools work on a variety of specific domains, the platform provides the possibility to train a model or to plug in a domain-specific ontology and upload a key-value structured dictionary. The NER module is based on the corresponding Apache OpenNLP module (Apache Software Foundation, 2016). The NER API generates a NIF representation of the input in which every recognised entity is annotated with the corresponding URI in DBPedia. Specialised SPARQL queries are used to retrieve type-specific related information (like birth and death dates and places for persons, geo-coordinates for locations, etc.). This information is added to the semantic layer and is used to fill particular slots in our story templates.

1\url{http://www.newsreader-project.eu/}
2\url{http://www.summa-project.eu/}
3\url{http://persistence.uni-leipzig.org/nlp2rdf/ontologies/nif-core/nif-core.html}
4\url{https://github.com/dkt-projekt/e-NLP} contains code and documentation
et al., 2014). The entities are located in the tree, and a relation between entity A and entity B is established if A has a subject-type dependency relation to a verb node in the dependency graph and B has an object-type dependency relation to this same verb node in the graph. The value of this verb node (e.g. the token) is taken to express the relation. For collecting missing information related to specific slots in the template we plan to include a dedicated relation extraction system and train it with a number of seeds that correspond directly to the slots in the template we want to fill. Because of the limited number of relation types that are needed for this, a (semi-)supervised, seed-based approach is likely to produce useful results. For selecting new angles for a story (in the form of events as the basis for a new template), we want to capture a larger set of relation types. Since the domain typically determines the predominant relation types present in a collection, this calls for a more open approach that is not limited by the relation types covered by the seeds. To give an idea of the current stage of our relation extraction component, a demo-interface based on the Viking corpus is available at: http://dev.digitale-kuratierung.de/ds/selectstory.php.

5 Evaluation

To assess the suitability of the platform for the tasks of template filling and interactive collection exploration, we have asked four humans to perform these tasks and in the process evaluate the platform. For evaluation, three collections were used, two of them real-world use-cases provided by the SME partners of the project: (i) a collection of letters sent by the architect Erich Mendelsohn and his wife and (ii) a private document collection on Vikings. The third collection is the WikiWars corpus.

The subjects were asked to check how many slots in the templates could be filled with the relations extracted. For the biography template some relevant relations were found in the Viking corpus: Edward, marry, Edith, which can fill the spouse slot and William, raise, Malcolm, which could fill the children slot (though it of course does not imply that Malcolm really is a child of William). Because we have not created a gold standard from these corpora, measuring recall is problematic. As a result, it is not clear whether the approach failed to extract the relations that could lead to populating templates, or whether this information was not present in the corpus. It is clear however that the real-world scenario would primarily rely on getting information from the ontology. An observation that was made by all test subjects was that the quality of the relations extracted from the WikiWars and the Viking corpus was much higher than that of relations extracted from the Mendelsohn corpus. This is probably due to the fact that the first two corpora are meant to be descriptive and clear records of historical events, whereas the Mendelsohn corpus consists of private letters that were probably not intended to be descriptive for the general public. In addition, the Mendelsohn letters contained many cases of you and I, which were not recognized by the NER component (because resolution to a URI is not in all cases straightforward), hence these sentences were not considered. With regard to the task of exploring the document collection and selecting possible events to base a new story on, the subjects reported that several useful relations were extracted, again with the exception of the Mendelsohn corpus. Examples are [William [[extort, Harold], [leave, Alfred]]] from the Viking corpus and [Rome, annex, [Sardinia, Corsica]] and [Tripartite pact, unite, [Italy, Germany, Japan]] from the WikiWars corpus. These pieces of information also display the advantage of a non-seed-based approach. To capture the above relations, we would need to have trained for relations of the extort-, leave-, annex- and unite-type. The point however is that upfront the potentially interesting relations that need to be extracted are of unknown types.

A drawback of the current approach is the fact that only binary relations (a predicate with two arguments) are extracted. Ditransitive verbs are not fully captured. Instead, we end up with relations like [Edward, give, William], where an important piece of the expressed relation is missing. Another drawback is the requirement that the two entities are connected through the same verb node in the dependency graph. We have no concrete figures on recall, but the number of extracted relations were relatively low for all corpora. A third observed issue were errors introduced by the dependency parser. Relations like [United States, mem-
were extracted, where apparently member and better were tagged as a verb, hence considered by our analysis.

6 Conclusion

We present a platform that generates a semantic layer over a document collection and applies relation extraction to fill templates that serve as building blocks for the generation of new stories. This information is extracted, analysed, in some cases rearranged and presented to the user in the form of (i) filled out templates or (ii) through an interactive tree-based exploratory view. Test users pointed out its usefulness to exploring the contents of a collection in a fast and intuitive way and its shortcomings with regard to non-binary relations, low recall and lack of parsing precision. The most important suggestions for future work are looking into means of extracting indirect objects (or generally relevant additional information for specific relations, such as location or time) and defining paths through the dependency graphs rather than requiring direct connections in the graph. In addition we plan to plug in a verb ontology to be able to group the different types of relations we find.
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